
Empire Life Segregated Funds
Empire Life Segregated Funds have a proven 

track record of solid performance for more  

than 45 years. 

The fund family includes Canadian, U.S. and 

Global funds covering all asset classes, and 

five Portfolio Funds that provide a customized 

portfolio of funds designed for your specific 

needs and goals.

Empire Life Segregated Funds follow a 

conservative, value-oriented investment 

management style that suits investors  

seeking long-term wealth accumulation  

and capital preservation.

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 
Empire Life Portfolio Funds invest primarily in units of other 
Empire Life segregated funds. 

The information in this document is for general information 
purposes only and is not to be construed as providing legal, tax, 
financial or professional advice. The Empire Life Insurance Company 
assumes no responsibility for any reliance made on or misuse or 
omissions of the information contained in this document. Please 
seek professional advice before making any decision. 

A description of the key features of the individual variable insurance 
contract is contained in the Information Folder for the product 
being considered. Subject to any applicable Death and Maturity 
Benefit Guarantee, any amount that is allocated to a Segregated 
Fund is invested at the risk of the contract owner and may 
increase or decrease in value. 
® Registered trademark of The Empire Life Insurance Company.  
Policies are issued by The Empire Life Insurance Company.
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Using Segregated Funds  
for Retirement Planning  
and Estate Planning

Meet 
Philip Caruso 

Philip is 15 years away from retirement. He 

has always invested in mutual funds, favouring 

equities slightly over bond funds.

He is aware of the argument for reducing 

equity holdings as retirement nears, based  

on less time for markets to rebound if they 

slide. But he wants to maintain his exposure  

to equities to meet his retirement goal.

Philip decided to consult a financial advisor.

His advisor told him about the Empire Life  

segregated funds as a way to maintain his asset 

mix without worrying about market volatility.  

All thanks to protection of capital. 

Philip now invests in the Empire Life Moderate 

Growth Portfolio Fund that provides a diversified 

investment portfolio all in one fund. 

Empire Life Moderate Growth  
Portfolio Fund
as at December 31, 2012 

 

Philip was also attracted to the investments’ estate 

planning benefits, especially knowing that funds 

going to his children will be distributed quickly, 

privately and without probate or estate fees.

Would you like the  
opportunity to achieve 
your retirement goals 
without risking your  
initial investment? 

If you are more of a conservative investor,  

you may face a dilemma in the decade or 

two before retirement. 

On the one hand, you want strong enough 

returns to build your retirement nest egg.  

On the other hand, you may worry about 

the chance of market downturns eroding 

your savings at the worst possible time.  

Should you be cautious and only choose 

investments such as GICs, government 

bonds or a Money Market fund? You would 

be sure your money is safe, but your 

returns may not be strong enough to set 

you up for retirement. 

Or should you boost your portfolio with 

equity mutual funds? You would gain the 

potential for higher returns, but you may  

feel anxious anytime the market falls.

Thankfully, there is another choice. You  

can increase the potential return of your 

portfolio while minimizing the risk to the 

money you invested.

In addition, this solution continues to meet 

your financial planning needs after you retire, 

providing unique estate planning benefits.

Canadian Equity  37.1%  
Bond  29.8%  
International Equity 13.2%  
US Equity  11.3%  
Cash  7.3%
Other  1.4%  



Achieve your Retirement  
and Estate Planning 
Goals with Empire Life 
segregated funds

Invest with confidence while 
protecting your principal  
and growth
Now you have the opportunity to achieve your 

investment goals, without ever worrying about 

losing any of the money you invested.

Even if the markets suffer severe losses just 

before you retire, your principal is still protected.

And you can build your portfolio with  

Empire Life segregated funds. Our investment 

team has successfully delivered solid long-term 

returns with less volatility for more than  

45 years. 

Protect your capital with a  
benefit guarantee 

Empire Life segregated funds are available as an 

investment option of an insurance policy. This 

means you receive a guarantee that protects a 

certain percentage of your net deposits.†

You can choose to protect either 75% or 100% 

of the net amount you invest.

It’s called the “maturity benefit guarantee” and 

here’s how it works…

Let’s say that you choose the 100% maturity 

benefit guarantee when you begin investing. 

You choose a maturity date when you want 

the guarantee to be honoured, which must  

be at least 15 years after the deposit.

On that date, when the investment is said  

to “mature,” there are two possible scenarios. 

The first is that your investment has grown 

and you receive its market value. However, 

if the worst-case scenario occurs and your 

investment has lost money, you would still 

receive the value of your net deposit.    

So the guarantee acts as a safety net. It allows 

you to invest with peace of mind in funds that 

can deliver the returns you need, knowing your 

capital is protected.

Protect your growth with resets  
of the benefit guarantees

The maturity benefit guarantee is normally 

based on the amount of your net deposit. 

But there’s a way you can protect the growth  

of your investment.

You have the option, twice a year, to reset the 

maturity benefit guarantee based on the higher 

value of your investment.*

Let’s say you deposited $10,000 and chose the 

100% maturity benefit guarantee and selected 

a maturity of 17 years from the date of deposit. 

The deposit grew to $11,050 a year and a half 

later. If you lock in that gain, your guaranteed 

maturity benefit now becomes $11,050.

With resets you can significantly enhance  

the guaranteed investment amount.

Gain unique benefits to meet 
your estate planning needs
An estate plan covers the way you want to 

own, manage and preserve your assets during 

your lifetime, and how you want to distribute 

them to your beneficiaries. 

Plans can include reducing estate taxes, 

updating your will and power of attorney,  

and making charitable bequests. Solutions  

may involve life insurance, investments and 

spousal or family trusts.

Using our segregated funds are one component. 

It’s a way to protect your investments and 

distribute them to beneficiaries more quickly, 

with fewer expenses and greater privacy.

Protect your capital with the  
death benefit guarantee

As an option within the insurance policy,  

Empire Life segregated funds can help protect 

your capital against market volatility.

A death benefit guarantee allows you to protect 

100% of your net deposits. Upon death, if the 

market value of the investments is less than the 

protected amount, beneficiaries would still 

receive the protected amount. 

The death benefit is payable at any time before 

the maturity date.

Also when you reset the maturity benefit 

guarantee to the higher value of your 

investment, the death benefit guarantee  

also resets protecting the higher value. 

Ability to bypass probate and estate fees

Probate fees, paid to the provincial government, 

can reach 1.5% of the value of the estate. In 

addition, estate fees may range from about  

2% to 6% or more of the estate value. 

With the Empire Life segregated funds, you 

bypass the probate and estate settlement 

process. Assets are paid directly to your 

named beneficiaries, eliminating probate  

and estate fees on your investments.

Transfer assets without delays

The probate and estate settlement process can 

take several months. If there are complications, 

such as contesting the will, the process can 

literally take years.

With Empire Life segregated funds,  

beneficiaries can typically receive proceeds  

in a matter of weeks.

Distribute assets with privacy

A probated will is a public document, exposing 

the personal and financial information it contains.

With Empire Life segregated funds, beneficiaries 

receive proceeds directly, in complete privacy. 

In many circumstances, distributing assets with 

privacy helps to ensure harmony among heirs.

   †  The maturity and death benefit guarantees are reduced 
proportionately for withdrawals.

*  Note that benefit guarantees can only be reset prior to 
December 31st of the year the Annuitant reaches age 80 and 
there is at least 10 years before the maturity date. For the 100% 
maturity benefit guarantee you must have a minimum 15 years 
before the maturity date.


